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A perfect map f : X --p Y is constructed in a class of pxacompact spaces which does 
not preserve a G,diagonal. 
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Lindel?Z space per feet map 
At the Pittslburg Intern. C&f. on General Topology R.W, Heath 
r&sed a question about the preservation of a C&-diagonal under a peg:- 
feet map, Burke [a] constructed an example of’ a Tychonoff (non-nor- 
mal) space X with a Gk, -dialBond and a perfect map f : X + Y where Y 
does not’have a G, -Gagon&. We shall construc:t acorresponding e:r(l- 
mple in the cIass of hkediitarily paracompact ispaces. Recall that X is. 
said to hav& a$Zi -diagoniti iff {(x, x) I x E X) =$‘I { Un I n = 1, 2, . ..‘I 
where Upi are open sets in !:he Tychonoff product X X X. We shall USI: 
the next theorem 133: 
(c) A space X has n G, -dicgmal iff there is G! sequence fr, 1 n = I,‘& . . . 
afopencuuersu2fXswch t!Wn(“fnxIn= 1,2, . ..)= {x)forevevxEX= 




that X and Y are ilindei3if spaces. Let 11s assume that Y has a C,-diagop 
nal; then there exists a Sequence of open covers iy, I ra = J 5 2, .“.I of the 
space Y with the prol~ty as in Cc). Let B, = (X E P If(i(x)) 4 r,,f(x)). 
Then the B, are nowkre dense subsets of .R - the proof is the same a: 
in Example 1. Now IB, n PJ 6:; MO for P := Z. As 12’6’ > lJ;, there exists 
z E P\ 19 {B, I n = 1, 2, . ..I. Th.en Ai( # f(z), but for every n, f(i(z)) E 
off so f(i(z)) E f# (Yn f(z) I tz := Z 9 2, . . . j contrary to (c). 
Example 3. Let ((x - l/n, x + l/PI) I x E Q, n = I, 2, . ..} v 
w~u?vw-- l/n, y + l/n) IgrC R\ $, n = 1, 2, . ..) 
be a base of X, in Example 1. Repeating the proof in Example 1 one can 
get that Y does not have a G&liagonal. Bu$ XI is a sum of two heredita- 
rily LindeMf spaces Q and P so X and Y are’ hereditarily Lindeliif spacea. 
One can prove that X has a G,-diagonal. Nolw we get a perfect map 
f : X -+ Y in the class of hereditarily Lindelijf Haursdorif non-regular 
spaces which doesn’t preserve aG, -diagonal. 
Remark, It is possible to prove that a map f : X + f corwxves a G, 4al::- 
onal if one of the following conditions is fulfiilEed: 
( 1) f is an open compact map and X is a par,acompact space. 
(2)fis open andf-l(y) is a finite set for every y E Y. 
The auther wishes to express thanks to V.V. FilIppov f<br his useful ad- 
vice. 
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